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Abstract—This paper expounds the characteristics of post-modernism style in contemporary Russian female literature narrative and attempts to make a comprehensive and objective sorting and analysis on the love theme of Narbikova's works based on the viewpoints and methods of literary theory. Narbikova looked at females living in the bottom level of real life using her wise and gentle eyes based on a unique perspective and life experience and told their love anxiety and marriage misfortune.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Post-modernism literature is a new literature ideological trend in contemporary Russian literature, while female literature was right emerged in the most prosperous period of post-modernism literature. Works of Narbikova mostly focused on a series of complicated and difficult problems that Russian female was confronting with such as living, love, marriage and children and so on, attracted readers' introspection and attention on the entire society. Her writing was influenced by the post-modernism ideological trend. She widely applied post-modernism creation method in her works, realizing the destruction and subversion against traditional classic literature. In the portrayal of characters, she also brake and rebuilt the traditional characters in Russian literature.

II. POST-MODERNISM STYLE

In thoughts and ideas, post-modernism has strong nihilism tendency. It is contrary to all existing values and artistic views and traditionally refuses the literature view of elitism. Emotionally, it expresses the anger, loneliness, sense of crisis as well as sense of loss in spirit and feeling of tension in reality that are hard for partial writers to dispel. Post-modernism humanism completely abandons the human-oriented thinking, rejects the simplification, patterning and idealization of human beings but regard people as a physical, sensory, conscious and unconscious unity to reveal the multi-lever nature of people in reality.

The characters in postmodernism novels are abnormal, pathetic, ill-fated, and defective peoples who lived in the fringe of the history, characterized by lack of personality, abnormality in character, heresy in behavior, moral defects and mental closure. Such novels no longer tell story, no longer narrate, no longer pays attention to image, type, personality, plot structure and aesthetic taste and so on but become a struggle in words and expressions, an accumulation of means gone nowhere and a hodgepodge involving different ideas and mental fields but lack of uniform content. Meanwhile, post-modernism is opposed to abide by any single aesthetic principle. Post-modernism believed that "the world is chaos", "the world is the text" and "consciousness is the text". In response to those thoughts, intertextuality, author's masks, double coding, parody and fragmentary narratives and so on became the most favorite creative methods of post-modernism.

The disintegration of Soviet Union objectively provided the most suitable soil for the emerging of post-modernism ideological trend. Post-modernism penetrated into in Russia in all aspects of cultural life in accelerated speed and occupied prominent position in the diversified literary pattern, posing influence on writing of many writers. In contemporary Russian female literature, most writers having post-modern style were relatively young and entered the literary world in mid-1980s. Both female writers and male writers of post-modernism style used some typical post-modernism expression skills in their works, such as intertextuality, parody, collage, irony, deconstruction and games. This paper tries to take novels of Narbikova as the main object to explain and analyze the post-modernism style in contemporary Russian female literature.

III. BREAKING THROUGH THE TRADITION AND BELIEVING IN ETERNAL LOVE

In love-themed literature works in contemporary Russian female literature, basic passion of people was affirmed and the content of sex entered into the creation of many female writers with an unprecedented potential and strength, forming into an important aspect in female love themed novels.

Narbikova is one of the female writers involving sexual content in her writings in the earliest time and was thought the most prominent person among those who destroyed the
linguistic rhetoric and moral peace. In 1988, she published a novel that was praised in the Russian magazine "Youth". This post-modern novel depicts the love between two men and one woman, who represent two distinct views in Russian critics circle. Those represented by the writer Andrei Bitov believed that this novel is "surprisingly penetrating and fascinating", while those represented by Dmitriy Urnov hold that this novel lacks philosophical depth and is thus a "bad novel" and "erotic novel". However, the critics circle seems to have reached some consensus that this novel of Narbikova is amazing and interesting in unsatisfied sex and physiology. Narbikova included in her novel those sexual scenes avoided in traditional Russian literature (especially in Soviet literature) and some contents previously difficult to be defined as art. Her sexual descriptions full of hints and symbolic words indeed produced sensational effect in Russia. Some other novels of Narbikova such as the novella "Escape — about running" (1990) and "Hell is yes, yes is prison" (1991) and the long-length novel "Travel" (1996) and etc. have many common points with the "Balance of variation among sun, moon and star" both in language patterns (repetition of synonyms) and plot patterns (taking the triangle love as the main content).
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interpret her works. For example in her novella "Balance of variation among sun, moon and star", the names of two boy friends of the heroine Sana are respectively Aaaakym (named after the name of leader of a splinter group in Russia) and Atmat Fian (named after Matthew, the name of one of the twelve apostles of Jesus). But in her work, the intertextual connection created with Aaaakym and Matthew is useless to understand personalitites of the character. If reader is insistently to create a certain connection between them, the reader will only get stuck in the trap deeper and deeper. As in her other novels, the names of characters in this novel are just false hints useless for interpreting the work. In Narbikova's works, everything is interchangeable. Characters, scenes, spaces and even different historical periods have ever been changed in positions in her novels. For instance, Pushkin and Lermontov might live at the present (see her "Escape — about running"); characters's gender might be changed, namely, they might become women in front of men and become men in front of women (see her "Hell is yes, yes is prison"); they might also lose gender (see her "Balance of variation among sun, moon and star"); the five senses of characters might also be changed in positions and replaced with each other (see her "Hell is yes, yes is prison"). The hierarchy between people and things are lost and everything can be combined together side by side. As said by the protagonist in her "Balance of variation among sun, moon and star", "We love each other, like we love puppy, potato, mother, sea, beer, a pleasing little girl, underwear, a book, a playboy and Tyutchev."12 This sentence is the best proof of the disappearance of hierarchy between people and things. In her works, noble and vulgar can be combined together: "He eats, drinks, does not sleep and even makes love while listening to the opera 'Carmen'; but it is unknown as to what kind of opera that Carmen listens to when making love."13 Making the high-level content mediocre is also a writing method of Narbikova. For example in the "Balance of variation among sun, moon and star", she regards the three-in-one principles (i.e., the uniformity in time, place and event) as the prerequisites for heroine and lover to date and compares the powerless state of men after making love to the fallen palms as said in the Lermontov's poem "Three Palms". All the interchangeability and hierarchical disappearance between people and things as well as the blurring of boundaries between high-level culture and low-level culture are a deconstruction against the concept of traditional culture, Narbikova's attempt to play games of text and previous literary norms and styles and more of her efforts attempting to prevent reader from making a single interpretation on her works.

V. SIMPLE EXPRESSIONS AND REPETITION OF SYNONYMS

The linguistic features of Narbikova's works are also prominent. In her text, there are no complex expressions and sentence patterns. Adjectives and modifiers only appear when they are essential to be used. She gets literary language, folk adage, slang and even swear words mixed together, breaking all grammatical rules and treats the language as a toy that she can arbitrarily use. Various unexpected combinations and matching emerge in her novels endlessly, while those contents are very difficult to be expressed or translated in another language. Even the names of her works also become a part of her language game. For example, the title of her novella "Hell is yes, yes is prison" not only arrogates grammar and discourse rules but also has visual impact. It can be read both from left to right and from right to left and the meanings are the same. Repetition of synonyms, that is to say that the same expression or the expressions of identical meaning appears in a sentence repeatedly, is another distinctive feature of the Narbikova's writing.

"If Petya was still the Petya who loves Boris, or if Boris was still the poor Boris but become rich, then Yitz Dan Dukta would not be the Yitz Dan Dukta who once loved Boris but be another Yitz Dan Dukta who would be satisfied by another man different absolutely." This sentence contains the names of all protagonists in the novel "Beside". Wherein, the names have been separated from their masters and become the indirect roles of the heroine "I" in various statuses.

VI. CONCLUSION

Compared with the new-naturalism style and new-sentimentalism style, the influence generated by post-modern style of contemporary Russian female writer Narbikova is relatively weak. If it was said that female writers have acquired their own unique expression techniques and theme fields from new-naturalism and new-sentimentalism styles, then in post-modern style creation, she does not show a clear distinction with male writers but only be one of the many players in the post-modernism trend and does not leave a very deep impression in mind of readers.

Russian critic Vikuricen once said that contemporary Russian literature has entered into the post-modern period.14 Although the post-modern style does not “monopolize” the literary world as he said and the public's response to has become increasingly dull in recent years, what cannot be ignored is that this style has been permeated into every level of literature and posed considerable influence on many styles and genres. Post-modernism is a deconstruction of the previous literary image and content. It is a proof of the writer's practice of creation in multiple styles and a demonstration of literary pluralism. Writers are expected to show their talents in various styles of literary works and leave their own phonetic symbols in the multi-voice literary chorus.

---

13 Narbikova. Escape — about running, Flag, Russia, No.5, 1990, p75.
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